
AP Art History

THE ART OF THE ROMAN EMPERORS





ART UNDER OCTAVIAN

• Early Imperial Art of Rome 

returned to Greek Classical Style.

• Godlike

• Eternal Youth, despite old age

• Strong

• Ageless

• Reinforced rule of those not 

“chosen” to be in power. 



THE JULIO-CLAUDIANS

• Dynasty beginning with Augustus’s stepson, 
Tiberius. Continued using classical style of 
Octavian to justify rule. 

• Tiberius: Jealous, angry with waiting for the throne, not the 
preferred successor.

• Caligula, AKA “Little Boots”: Son of a war hero,  great 
nephew of Tiberius, insane from illness, murdered by his own 
guards.

• Claudius: Uncle of Caligula, disfigured from disease,  hard 
worker, respectful of people, poisoned by his own wife, 
expanded empire to Britain.

• Actually allowed Judaism in the empire. 

• Nero: Stepson of Claudius, serious issues with his mother, 
set Rome on fire to blame it on Christians, huge patron of the 
arts, committed suicide after a revolt.

Tiberius

Caligula



Claudius
Nero



“WHAT AN ARTIST DIES WITH ME….”-NERO

• One of the most evil, notorious rulers in 

history

• Rumored to have set fire to Rome as an 

excuse to persecute Christians and Jews

• Built a great country villa for himself 

outside the city after the fire.

• Complete with hot tub

• Great patron of the arts, excellent mind 

for architecture

• Established the grand standard of 

excellence that other emperors 

would follower. (Convenient after 

the fire)



THE FLAVIANS

• After Nero’s suicide, civil war erupted 
(people had enough of the crazy 
hereditary Julio Claudians) until general 
Vespasian took control.

• Began the Flavian Dynasty

• Military Men

• Attempted to renew Roman confidence 
through art/architecture that glorified 
Rome and the emperor. 

• Stabilized the empire

Observe the bust of Vespasian.

How does Roman portrait sculpture change under the 
Flavians? Why?



THE RETURN TO THE REPUBLICAN STYLE

• Flavians were fighters

• War was ugly and real, no time for 

beauty and glamor

• Classical style was unrealistic, too 

beautiful, not how a seasoned soldier 

looked.

• Returned to Republican style of Verism

• Enhanced old age, wisdom



THE FLAVIAN EMPERORS

• Vespasian

• Appointed by Nero to put down the Jewish 
Rebellion in Judea

• Tough, blunt, dressed himself, put down 
“show offs”

• Mocked tradition of emperors becoming 
gods

• Raised taxes to build large structures 
celebrating military victories. 

• Passed rule to his two sons, despite warnings 
against it.



GETTING INTO THE GLADIATORS

• Flavians loved sports and entertainment, especially 
battles to keep the masses happy.

• Vespasian began construction of the Flavian 
Ampitheater.

• Civic space Known as the Colosseum

• Located near colossus statue of Nero (hence the name).

• Finished under his son Titus

• Originally had a canopy to cover against weather.

• Used for gladiator, animals and mock sea battles. 

• Typical of Imperial Roman architecture done at the 
expense of the government

• Meant as a ‘gift’ (distraction) for the masses who had 
flocked to Rome. 

Study 

Guide



THE COLOSSEUM

• Became standard example for modern 

arenas

• 159 feet high, 50,000 seats organized by 

numbers and gates

• Amphitheater = round theater

• Floor laid over service tunnels

• Barrel vaulted access tunnels, arches groin 

vaults. 

• Built over a lake, flooding for battles

• Equi-seating with some reserved for elites

• Concrete allowed for fluid, open spaces, 

faced with brick for appearance







THE COLUMNS OF THE COLOSSEUM

• Three levels of arcades

• Each arch framed by engaged 
classical Greek columns which 
support nothing

• Each level  a different ‘lighter’ 
order

• Bottom level: Tuscan

• Second Level: Ionic

• Third Level: Corinthian

• Became typical design for 3 story 
Roman building.



THE ART OF THE TRIUMPHAL ARCH

• Flavians as military leaders liked to remember their victories.

• Commissioned huge triumph arches (religious and political 

purpose)

• First used after military campaigns, soldiers encouraged 

to pass under an arched “magic door” to return to civilian 

life.

• Later a gateway for a victory march through a city.

• Combined architecture and sculpture

• Created with concrete

• Faced with more elaborate materials



A TRIBUTE TO TITUS: THE ARCH OF TITUS, C.81 C.E

• Built by Domitian in honor of brother 
Titus, both sons of Vespasian

• Concrete faced with marble, allowed for 
huge arch.

• Barrel vaulted arch

• Originally a base for a statue of emperor 
in horse and chariot

• Greek engaged columns “supporting” 
entablature

• Winged victory figures in spandrels

• Inscription says SPQR built it for 
Titus



SPOILS FROM THE TEMPLE OF SOLOMON: WHAT 

IS GOING ON IN THIS SCENE?







FORGET ABOUT THE FLAVIANS

• Domitian was assassinated in 96 CE 
(no big surprise, terrible ruler)

• Flavians succeeded by a senator, 
Nerva who built himself a forum that 
replaced the one being built by 
Domition.

• Began a tradition of choosing or 
“adopting “ a successor rather than 
leaving the selection to fate or genetics. 

• A return (somewhat) to the Republic. 

• Had difficulty controlling Army, despite 
being kinder than Domitian (not a 
general)



TRADING NERVA FOR TRAJAN

• Trajan

• Chosen as emperor by the generals of Rome

• First emperor born outside Italy (Spain)

• Expanded Roman empire by conquering Dacia 

(Romania)

• Reached empire to the Persian Gulf. The empire was 

never larger.

• Good to the Senate

• Strict but fair to the army

• Started a welfare program, lowered taxes, gave charity

• Massive Public Works projects. 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d9e8xGNNXb8


THE FORUM OF TRAJAN

• Largest Imperial Forum built by Trajan, 110-113 C.E. (40,000 sq. feet)

• Shows ambition to expand the empire. (1/3 mile long), built 

using loot from conquests

• Huge Basilica 

• Finished under Hadrian

• Located near forums of Augustus and Caesar

• Colonnaded square with statue of Trajan on horseback at center.

• Built over a market district, so Trajan commissioned a better grand 

public market. 

• Greeks adapted to landscape, Romans plowed through land to 

create architecture.







http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y-IAOPxkNWo


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z83guai4S68


BASILICA ULPIA, 112 CE

• Dedicated to Trajan’s family

• Large multipurpose building

• Two Apses on each end

• Accompanied two libraries 
with Latin and Greek 
collections of Trajan.





“ONLY IF YOU HAVE A STABLE LIKE THIS, WILL 

YOU HAVE A HORSE LIKE THAT.” 



THE COLUMN OF TRAJAN

• Located in the Forum of Trajan

• Scrolled story of Trajan’s victories over Dacia 

(Romania) parallels stories in scrolls in the libraries 

(actually little fighting in it)

• Band of friezes would reach 625 feet if laid out 

straight

• 2,500 individual figures, including recurring Trajan.

• Bands 3 feet in height at bottom, 4 feet at top. 

• Nature and architectural elements are small, figures take 

up more space

• Burial chamber for Trajan’s ashes. 

• Trajan seen 59 times in the story. 

• Statue of Trajan at the top

• 105 feet, towered over everything else in Rome. 



THE COMPLIMENTS IN THE COLUMN 

• Three campaigns of war divided between the 

tower

• Multiple points of view and perspective

• The scene shows building of two of the 

longest bridges ever built. .

• Forms and aesthetics are jumbled in the story

• Trajan shown as strong, stable commander

• Barbarians are worthy opponents. 

• Trees are used to cut between scenes. 

• Early cinematography





about:blank




HERE COMES HADRIAN

• Nephew of Trajan, travelled the empire a lot. 

• LOVED Greek culture, first emperor to 
wear a full beard like Greeks. 

• Gave some Roman land back to barbarians in 
West Asia (too far away, too much to handle)

• Scattered Roman art and architecture while 
personally inspecting his empire. 

• Left “mini-Romes” all over Europe

• Bored the army, didn’t conquer anything, gave 
back land they fought for.

• No children, adopted a grown man as his 
successor. 

Hadrians Wall, 

England

about:blank


PUTTING TOGETHER THE PANTHEON

• Commissioned by Hadrian 

• Considered supreme example of Roman 

architectural innovation, best preserved 

temple in Rome.

• Pantheon – Temple to “All Gods”

• Façade of typical oversized Greek temple

• Rotunda (dome)-Roman 

• Approach through open court yard kept 

circular dome a surprise until entry.

• Dedicated on architrave to Marcus Agrippa, 

a consul who originally built on this site. 

“The design not of a man, but 

of an angel”- Michelangelo



THE PANTHEON INTERIOR

Marble hides supporting brick and 

concrete

• 143 foot dome in diameter and height

• Oculus allows natural light to enter, 

highlights different gods throughout 

the day

• 7 Niches for statues of gods

• Corinthian colonnade appears to 

support dome, draws eyes up.

• May actually have been built for the 

emperor to make public appearances 

among the “divine”



PARTICULARS OF THE PANTHEON

• Coffers support weight of the dome 
(sunken panels on the ceiling)

• Decrease in size near the 
oculus to make dome appear 
higher.

• Concrete masterpiece, Rome’s 
most perfect building.

• Inspiration for centrally 
designed buildings in Rome. 

• Dedicated as a Christian church 
in 609 CE, thus its survival. 

• First building where the interior is 
meant to outshine exterior



PERFECT PROPORTIONS OF THE PANTHEON

• Why is the Pantheon so 

pleasing to the eye? 

• Perfect harmony of proportions 

(Greek influence)

• Width of height equal to height 

of the walls.

• Floor with circles and squares.

• Material of the floor reflects 

coffered ceiling. 

• Dome originally covered in 

bronze



MEET MARCUS AURELIUS

• Hadrian ----→Antonius Pius---→ 
Marcus Aurelius

• Last of the 5 good emperors, wanted to restore 
empire to a Republic. 

• Named his son, Commodus as successor (poor 
choice)

• Ended the Pax Romana with his death

• Intellectual, great military leader, spent much 
of his rule at war. 

• Fought to old age to keep barbarians out of 
Roman empire.

• Shown as old man nearing death in “Gladiator”



EQUESTRIAN STATUE OF MARCUS AURELIUS

• Tool of political propaganda

• Bronze

• Standard for equestrian statues (no stirrups, not 

introduced yet)

• Oratory pose, commanding , authoritative but kind, 

weary and exhausted. 

• Rider is larger than the horse, but is well 

balanced.

• Horse Foot originally placed on a conquered 

barbarian, hand out = mercy over those conquered. 

• Originally believed to be Constantine, wasn’t 

melted down during the Middle Ages while others 

were. 



LATE IMPERIAL ART: THE DOWNWARD SPIRAL

• After Marcus Aurelius his son 
Commodus became emperor
• No political skill

• Hated sharing power with the Senate

• Loved luxury and entertainment

• Believed he was reincarnation of Hercules and 
Jupiter

• Dressed as a gladiator, fought in the ring (staged)

• Liked his portraits more classical, god like. 

• Strangled in the bathtub by his mistress and 
associates. 



THE SLIPPERY SLOPE

• Commodus’ rule began a downward 
spiral in Rome.

• Barbarians were invading

• Most of Roman army was not Roman, 
no loyalty

• Roman army was rebelling or 
retreating

• Lack of expansion, no income

• Plague had destroyed citizens

• Taxes were high

• Army became more powerful than the 
emperors who were often killed by 
assassination. 





THE SEVERAN SUCCESSORS

• Severan Dynasty took power 

after Commodus
• Temporarily restored Rome

• Encouraged patronage of the arts

• Septimus Severus ruled first

• Succeeded by co-emperor sons, Geta and 

Caracalla

• Caracalla murdered Geta in 212 CE, also 

murdered in 217

• Created beautiful public baths.



LUDOVISI BATTLE SARCOPHAGUS: WHAT DOES THIS 

SAY TO YOU ABOUT THE STATE OF THE EMPIRE?



SEVERANS AND SARCOPHAGI

• At the end of the early empire, Romans began to prefer burial 
over cremation due to Christian influence. 

• Sarcophagi grew in demand, actually became a business. 

• Anarchy of the government is easy to see in the Ludovisi Battle 
Sarcophagus between Romans and barbarians 

• Lid showed barbarians handing their children to Romans

• Artistic advancements abandoned

• Movement away from classical influence

• Subject more important than style

• Classicism influence is completely gone

• Figures crammed together, twisting with a Hellenistic influence

• Barbarians appear “frozen” as death is eminent.

• Scene seems to glorify victory over death vs. military strength

• Intricate drill work and time to create this







COMPARE……

• Stability in the empire 

of Augustus

• Vs

• Instability of the Late 

Empire



THE DIVISION BY DIOCLETIAN

• After the last Severan emperor was 

assassinated, civil war erupted (again) 

over control.

• Order was restored by Diocletian 

• Military General

• Began autocratic form of rule

• Divided the empire into two halves

• Devised a Tetrarchy: Rule of Four

• Two Augustus’s or “Caesars” would rule each half

• Each Caesar would have a subordinate or heir





THE ART OF A DIVIDED EMPIRE

• Portrait sculpture took 

another turn with the 

division of the empire.

• Subject no longer important, 

position he holds is priority

• Very geometric, almost abstract

• Shows elements of severe Severan 

style

• Can’t really tell WHO the sculpture 

is, but easy to see WHAT he is 

(Tetrarch)



THE FOUR TETRARCHS, C. 305 CE

• Propaganda of the Tetrarchy

• Identical figures, no real distinction (Caesars 

have beards)

• Military leaders

• No emotion, severe focus

• Embraced in unity of the empire

• Geometric proportions

• Focus is on the message, not the individuals

• Made of Porphyry: Hard Purple stone from Egypt

• Purple is color of royalty



THE CONQUEST OF CONSTANTINE

• 305 CE: Diocletian steps down, 

forces the Western Emperor to 

do the same.

• Civil War began immediately

• Constantine emerged as 

emperor after defeating the son 

of Maximian, the Western 

emperor, reunited the emperor. 

• Senate commissioned a 

triumphal arch for his victory.



THE ARCH OF CONSTANTINE

• Triple arch

• Dwarfs the arch of Titus

• Inscription “To the Emperor 

Constantine from the Senate 

and the Roman People. Since 

through divine inspiration and 

great wisdom he has delivered 

the state from the tyrant and his 

party by his army and noble 

arms, we dedicate this arch, 

decorated with the triumphal 

insignia. 







THE LIGHT OF ROME GOES OUT

• The Western Empire of Rome 

continued to weaken after Constantine 

moved the capital from Rome to 

Constantinople.
• Christianity began to weaken fighting spirit.

• Most people were not Roman, only loyal to the money

• Lack of expansion led to lack of money to pay the army

• Barbarian invasions advanced towards Rome

• 476 AD: The Western Roman Empire fell to the German 

invaders (Vandals, Visigoths, Huns)

• Christianized Europe began to reject the pagan world of the 

Romans in all ways, EXCEPT for their art and architecture.





Important to Remember About Roman Art

• Like Greece, the art of Rome reflects their civil beliefs 

regarding government and their polytheistic religion. 

• Roman art is studied chronologically and is shaped by 

the developments in government (Etruscan, Republic, 

Empire, Late Empire)

• Roman art is characterized by:

• Practicality

• Emphasis on conspicuous  public display

• Borrowing from predecessors (eclecticism)

• technical innovation


